Disaster has struck, a full scale war has erupted between two powerful countries, Nigeria and Tasmania.

Harry (reading morning paper) Hey Martha, turn on the tele. It says here that Nigeria has declared war on Tasmania and they’re going to show it live on television.

Martha Oh really? I wouldn’t miss this for the world.

Harry Yeah, it isn’t everyday there’s a war on, every week, Yes. Everyday, no.

(Martha fiddles with the T.V. controls)

Announcer Yes ladies and gentlemen Tasmania is using strategy to take hill 3. Nigeria is putting up a good fight with the bows and arrows, killing at least five men.

Harry Hear that Martha. Tasmania might go into the semi-finals if she gives Nigeria a thrashing. That’ll give England a run for their money.

Martha I read yesterday that one thousand years ago they used to take wars seriously, and you’ll never guess who the best players were.

Harry Who?

Martha Russia and America.

Harry Ha, they got beaten in the first heats.

Announcer ... and runs past the 250 yard line to kill 3 Tasmanians, scoring ten points for Nigeria. Let’s take a look at the score. Nigeria 200 dead with 1098 points. Tasmania 352 dead with 2,179 points. Only ten Minutes left to play, can Nigeria win in such little time. Down comes an Atom bomb and demolishes the dumbfounded Nigerians. And now for the traditional finale, Tasmanian troops run in to finish off the few remaining. Tasmania goes into the semifinals against England.

Martha (turning T.V. off) what a boring game.
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